ABSTRACT
We present a suite of multimodal techniques for assessment of human behavior with cameras and microphones. These techniques drive the sensing module of an interactive simulation trainer in which the trainee has lifelike interaction with a virtual character so as to learn social interaction. We recognize facial expressions, gaze behaviors, gestures, postures, speech and paralinguistics in real-time and transmit the results to the simulation environment which reacts to the trainee’s behavior in a manner that serves the overall pedagogical purpose. We will describe the techniques developed and results, comparable to or better than the state of the art, obtained for each of the behavioral cues, as well as identify avenues for further research. Behavior sensing in social interactions poses a few key challenges for each of the cues including the large number of possible behaviors, the high variability in execution of the same behavior within and across individuals and real-time execution. Furthermore, we have the challenge of appropriate fusion of the multimodal cues so as to arrive at a comprehensive assessment of the behavior at multiple time scales. We will also discuss our approach to social interaction modeling using our sensing capability to monitor and model dyadic interactions. We will present a video of the demonstration of the end to end simulation trainer.
Please see the following links for related demonstrations:
▶ MIBADemo January2015 FinalDraft - YouTube; SRI Social Interaction Modeling; SRI Master Trainer Demo - YouTube
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